
Built for New Beginnings
KALEA LUNA

A New Generation of Platform Lifts



Built for Life.
We want to make lifts that accompany you on every step of  your life’s journey, offering you 
the freedom and comfort you need, today and tomorrow. More resource-efficient and energy-
efficient than ever, our new line of  lifts has a timeless design with a futuristic edge that is easy 
to customise and upgrade, enabling you to make meaningful choices that will benefit both 
you and the planet.
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Elegant, ergonomic, and easy to 
upgrade over time, the Kalea Luna 
is designed to make your dreams 
of freedom and comfort come true.

Kalea Luna. Built for New Beginnings.
Every now and then, it is time for a new beginning. Maybe you are starting a new project, 
building a new home, updating your interior design, or entering a new stage in life. It really 
does not matter. Whatever new direction your life is taking, the Kalea Luna is built to last 
and to accompany your dreams. 
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Beautiful 
Inside and Out
The Kalea Luna is part of  our latest generation of  space-saving and sustainable lifts. 
Energy-efficient, elegant, and ergonomic, this is a beautiful lift, inside and out. Resource-
efficient to make, energy-efficient to operate and easy to modernise over time, the Kalea 
Luna is a great choice for you and for the planet.
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Green (RAL 7033) 

– A soft shade of sage that exudes 

natural harmony and serenity.
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Designed for 
Your Peace of Mind

Discover smart and flexible lift design that 
will adapt to any style, space, and stage in life. 

Discover the magic of new beginnings.
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A New 
Generation of Lifts
Part of  our brand-new generation of  
lifts, the Kalea Luna is our most resource-
efficient lift model ever, not only in 
terms of  the manufacturing process but 
also in terms of  energy efficiency and 
product lifetime.

Green & 
Silent Comfort
For your peace of  mind and comfort, 
the Kalea Luna is equipped with our 
new, upgraded drive system as standard. 
Optimised to minimise friction, energy 
loss and sound, the new drive system 
allows your lift to carry Energy Label A 
and makes lift operation smoother and 
quieter than ever. In fact, only a few 
metres from the lift, the sound generated 
is less than 40 dB, making the Kalea Luna 
the perfect choice for libraries, study halls 
and bedrooms. 

Lift Technology 
Built to Last
Even though our lifts are built to last, they 
will need to be upgraded and modernised 
over time. Thanks to the smart and adap-
table construction of  our new generation 
of  lifts, it is easier than ever to keep your 
lift updated. In fact, most elements and 
features of  the Kalea Luna can be added 
or replaced with just a few hours of  work 
or less. Cost-efficient for you and great for 
the planet.



Unique Ergonomic Design
The control panel of  the Kalea Luna is equipped with LED lights as 
standard and offers you an elegant and ergonomic design with a futuristic 
edge. The floor buttons react to both top and frontal pressure, making 
hold-to-run operation* natural and easy. The level indicator is another 
cool feature with an intuitive design that simply lights up under the button 
of  the floor you have reached.

* According to European Standards, platform controls need to be hold-to-run (constant pressure on the button), while landing controls have automatic drive. 

For countries outside of Europe, other standards may apply. Please contact Kalea for more information.
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Ergonomic Call Buttons

Elegant LED lighting

Intuitive Level Indicator

Comfortable Handrail

We learn 
from our past 

to innovate 
for the future



Ready-made Lift Concept - Kalea Luna
While conventional lifts take months to make and weeks to install, the 
Kalea Luna can be delivered in weeks and installed in just a few days, 
without major construction work. The secret lies in our space-saving, 
ready-made lift concept, which both minimises the structural impact on 
your building and the interruption of  your daily life.

Reduced Top Height
The top height of only 2350 mm 
fits under most ceilings.

Elegant Aluminium Doors
For your comfort, the panoramic lift 
doors are made of lightweight and 
strong aluminium.

Smart Screw-driven Technology
Robust, reliable and 100% electric 
screw and nut drive with automatic 
lubrication system.

Machine Room Less Lift
The lift machinery fits inside the 
shaft, no need for a separate 
machine room.

Unique Panoramic Lift Shaft
Thanks to its slender glass panel frames, 
the unique, panoramic lift shaft offers 
you maximum light transmission and 
transparency.

No Need for a Lift Pit
The lift can be installed directly on the 
floor, with our elegant access ramp, or 
with a shallow pit of just 5 cm.
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Panoramic Plus Door
The Panoramic Plus door is the standard 
door model for the Kalea Luna. The door 
always includes slim and elegantly shaped 
door handle and an ergonomic call button 
with back light.

Recessed Ceiling
The centre of the ceiling of the Kalea 
Luna is slightly recessed and framed by 
energy-saving LED light to create a soft 
and subtle halo effect that is restful and 
pleasing to the eye.

Cool & Functional Light Features
The LED lights of the control panel and 
floor safety edges look cool and modern, 
while the top safety bar lights up in red to 
alert you if you accidentally lean on it.

Luxury is our 
New Standard
To celebrate the launch of  our completely new 
generation of  lifts, we introduce several cool 
new standard features.

Full Transparency
The panoramic lift shaft and doors are standard for 
the Kalea Luna. Designed for maximum transparency 
and light transmission, the glazing offers you a 
spectacular 360° view.

  

360° 
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To give you the freedom to create the perfect lift design for your home or building project, the Kalea 
Luna is available in a wide range of  lift sizes and offers many installation options. 

Lifts that Adapt 
to Your Dreams

Choose between 20 Lift Sizes
The Kalea Luna offers you the widest range of  lift sizes in the 
market to fit any needs and space. In fact, you have the choice 
between 20 platform sizes, where the smallest size fits inside the 
space of  a wardrobe, and the biggest sizes are large enough to 
transport wheelchairs and groups of  up to 5 people. This enables 
the Kalea Luna to adapt to the requirements to public, private, and 
commercial settings. 

Shaft Designs for any Room
The Kalea Luna is delivered with a ready-made glazed shaft as 
standard but is also available with a shaft in steel panels. A steel 
shaft is a great choice if  you want the install the lift inside a 
existing or site-built masonry shaft, while a fully glazed lift shaft 
often is the perfect choice for the centre of  a staircase. It is also 
possible to freely combine glass and steel panels, on all sides of  
the lift shaft. 

If You Have Low Ceilings
Our standard doors can be customised to fit under low ceilings. 
For the top floor, we also provide 1,3-metre-high gates, perfect for 
very low or slanted ceilings.

For more technical details and information, please download 
the Technical Brochure for the Kalea Luna from our website 

www.kalealifts.com/tools-docs/downloads.
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Beautiful Standard Collection
Our product designers have composed a collection of  7 stunning colours ranging from subtle, neutral 
tones to rich and vibrant shades. Each colour is combined with a carefully selected floor, offering you 
7 beautifully balanced designs to choose from. In addition, you always have the option of  composing 
your own bespoke design with the 250+ RAL and premium colours available in our global collection. 

Award-winning Floors
Inspired by the texture of  natural stone, the award-winning Marmoleum Slate collection by Forbo has an 
embossed surface that offers playful variation and great slip resistance. Even though each lift colour comes 
with a preselected floor, you are free to choose any of  the other Marmoleum Slate floors in our collection 
or fit your own customised flooring.

Cornish Grey Welsh Slate New Foundland Slate Highland Black 
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Signal White
(RAL 9003)  

Oyster White
(RAL 1013)  

Grey
(RAL 7024) 

Graphite Black
(RAL 9011) 

Green
(RAL 7033) 

Ocean Blue
(RAL 5020) 

Purple Red
(RAL 3004) 
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Panoramic Plus Gate
Optional door model

Panoramic Plus Door
Standard door model

Panoramic Door
Optional door model

Door Collection
All door models in our new collection are made of  strong and lightweight aluminium and are easy to change 
and upgrade over time. We offer you the choice between classic single-hinged doors and gates and innovative, 
double-hinged saloon doors. The Panoramic door is also available with a long external door handle.

Saloon Door
Optional door model

Panoramic Gate
Optional door model

The saloon door is our latest innovation and has a light and airy 
design to match the panoramic shaft. The door model includes 
concealed automatic door openers as standard and saves a lot of  
space on every landing, given that two small door leaves require 
less room to open and close than one big door leaf.

Our Latest 
Door Innovation
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Door Accessories
Our collection of  doors offers you a wide range of  attractive and practical accessories, such 
as the selection shown below. In addition, we provide concealed automatic door openers and 
door-open-holders, as well as lock systems. Contact your Kalea dealer for more information.

Level Indicators
Level indicators show you when the lift has 
arrived and indicate travel direction.

Child Safety Lock
The child lock efficiently stops young 
children from using the lift unsupervised.

Landing Lights
The landing lights both light your way at 
entry and exit and announce lift arrival.
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Graphite Black  (RAL 9011) 

– Black always makes a strong and 

absolutely timeless statement.



Innovative Lighting
We have invented a range of  exquisitely designed lighting options to really make your Kalea 
Luna shine. All lighting options are designed with durable and energy-efficient LED technology 
and programmed to automatically switch off  when the lift is not used.

Ceiling with LED Light Diodes
The ceiling with LED light diodes has a 
simple and classic design offering soft and 
subtle lighting.

LED Lit Shield Wall
The LED lit shield wall is a great choice if 
you want to add a cool and futuristic lighting 
effect to your lift.

Recessed Ceiling with Light Diodes
The combination of recessed light and light 
diodes enhances the light and is ideal for 
public and commercial settings.

All Kalea lift models carry the CE mark and go through extensive testing and quality checks before leaving our factory. Our lifts are certified products that 
comply with European Safety Standard Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC. The brand Kalea Lifts is owned by Cibes Lift Group AB ©. For more product details and 
information about the product and accessory selection, contact Kalea Lifts. This product information is general, and we reserve the right to modify product design 
and specifications. Deviations in colour reproduction can occur. © CIBES LIFT GROUP AB 15



THIS IS KALEA 
Kalea was created in 1898 in Gothenburg, Sweden, and is one of  
the oldest lift brands still in existence. In 2008, Kalea became 
a member of  Cibes Lift Group, one of  the world’s largest manu-
facturers of  space-saving, modular lifts. All lifts are manufactured 
in our factory in Gävle, Sweden, and distributed to more than 
70 countries via a network of  200 certified dealers.  
  Visit www.kalealifts.com to find your closest dealer.

kalealifts.com
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